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                                                                  Section – A (Reading)                                                    (6) 

Q.1) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.      

An aeroplane is a man-made machine with wings that can fly in the sky. It was invented by the 

Wright brothers on 17th December, 1903. It is the fastest mode of transportation in the world. It 

is mainly used to carry people and goods over long distances. Airports are built to operate the 

aeroplanes. The wings and tails are used to manage the turning, landing, lifting and stability of 

the aeroplane. A Pilot controls the aeroplane. The places where aeroplanes are kept are called 

‘Hangars’. The cost of travelling by aeroplane is highest of all the other modes of transport. 

 

a) Who invented the aeroplane? __________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

b) Which is the costliest mode of transport? _________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

c) What is the role of the wings and tails of an aeroplane?  _____________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________________________ 

d) Complete the sentence:  # The place where aeroplanes are kept are called ________________. 

e) Give antonyms of the following from the passage. i) slowest   ___________________ 

                                                                                    ii) short       ___________________ 

f) State True or False:  # An aeroplane is a natural machine that can fly.______________ 

                                                        Section –B (Literature)                                               (21) 

Q.2) Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow. 

 

I) ‘His poor old mother calls in vain ,‘Come in and help!’ he does not bother , To move two 

inches, much preferring, To be extremely hard of hearing.’                                                (3) 

 

   (a) ‘he ’here refers to          ___________________________________________________ 

   (b) What does ‘he’ do when his mother calls him? ___________________________________ 

     ___________________________________________________________________________ 

   (c) Write rhyming words.  (i) vain ____________________  (ii) mother  _________________ 

 

 

 



Class III 

II) ‘But we don’t have large cooking vessels. What will we do?’                                          (2)        

                                                                    

    (a) Who said this and to whom? _________________________________________________ 

    ___________________________________________________________________________ 

   (b)Why were large vessels required? ______________________________________________ 

   ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.3) Answer the following questions.                         (6) 

    a) How does the tiger’s physical features help it to hunt?   

    b) Why did the villagers go to the king? 

    c) What are the ways by which we can save the big cat? 

Q.4) Word Vocabulary.                            (7) 

    a) Give meaning: (i) trade_____________________________(ii) murmur_______________ 

                               (iii) feast _____________________________ 

    b) Give antonym: (i) teach___________________ (ii) powerful _______________________  

    c) Choose the correct spellings. (i)       a) numerous         b) numreous           c) nurmeous 

    d) Make sentence: blend______________________________________________________ 

Q.5) Do as directed. 

a) There are four surviving species of tigers in the world today. ________(State T or F) (1) 

b) He got_______________injured in an accident. (heavily / severely)  

     (Choose correct adverb)                                                                                             (1) 

c) Make a question of the given sentence.                                                                         (1) 

    Q.______________________________________________________________ 

     A. My favourite teacher is Ms. Riya. 

                                                      Section – C (Grammar)                                               (18) 

Q. 6) Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.                                                                (3) 

   a) Our teacher gave ________________different assignments. (she / us) 

   b) Vansh bought a ticket but __________ lost ________. (it / them / he) 

   c) My friends and I like to play cricket and ______________practise every day. (you / we) 

   d) Where are your parents? Are _______________at home? (them / they) 

   e) Rubi has good speaking skills. Everyone likes ______________. (her / him) 

 



Class III 

 

Q.7) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct prepositions from the box.                         (3) 

 

 

 

 

        1. I am grateful _______ you.          

        2. Don’t laugh _______ the beggars. 

        3. A small table was lying ____________ the two chairs.  

        4. My grandmother keeps her keys _____________ her pillow. 

    5. They opened the packet ______________ a knife. 

        6. Sanya is fond __________ pastries and puddings.  

Q.8) Convert the following sentences as directed.                                                             (2)                          
 

      a) Somebody will knock at the gate.                                             (Simple Past Tense) 

   ______________________________________________________________________ 

     b) He became the captain of the volleyball team.                          (Simple Future Tense) 

  _______________________________________________________________________ 

Q.9) Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of adjective.                                            (3) 

   a) December and January are the ____________________months of the year. (cold) 

  b) There are _____________ students in the classroom. (many / much) 

  c) It was not an ______________________ movie. (interesting) 

Q.10) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb given in the bracket.                  (2)      

  a) Next year, I _______________(buy) a new car. 

  b) I ___________________ (wait) for my friend at the book shop for a long time yesterday. 

Q.11) Underline the verb and tell the tense.                                                                      (2) 

  # The train left at 5pm sharp.                       ___________________________________   

 # Jack calls his mother every morning.          ___________________________________ 

Q.12) Underline the adjective and tell its kind.                                                                (3) 

  a) There are twenty-four hours in a day.                ___________________________________ 

  b) They had little information about this book.      ___________________________________     

  c) The clever magician showed tricks.                    ___________________________________        

 

 

 

   in        for      at      between        with        into     under    of     to 



Class III                                          

                                                              Section – D (Writing) 

 

Q.13) Look at the picture given below and write a paragraph to describe the picture using    

           given hints.                                                                                                                (5) 

                                                                 A Fair 
 Hints – scene of a fair…….a big ground…..…rainbow ……colourful balloons and clothes 

……tall trees …….clowns……. children…….circus show…….various swings…… vendors 

…..eatable items…….pleasant weather……. enjoying…….beautiful scene 
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                                                                  Section – A (Reading)                                                             (6) 

Q.1) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.      

An aeroplane is a man-made machine with wings that can fly in the sky. It was invented by the 

Wright brothers on 17th December, 1903. It is the fastest mode of transportation in the world. It 

is mainly used to carry people and goods over long distances. Airports are built to operate the 

aeroplanes. The wings and tails are used to manage the turning, landing, lifting and stability of 

the aeroplane. A Pilot controls the aeroplane. The places where aeroplanes are kept are called 

‘Hangars’. The cost of travelling by aeroplane is highest of all the other modes of transport. 

 

a) Who invented the aeroplane?  The aeroplane was invented by the Wright brothers . 

b) Which is the costliest mode of transport? Air transport is the costliest mode of transport. 

c) What is the role of the wings and tails of an aeroplane?  The wings and tails are used to 

manage the turning, landing, lifting and stability of the aeroplane.  

d) Complete the sentence:  # The place where aeroplanes are kept are called Hangars. 

e) Give antonyms of the following from the passage. i) slowest   fastest 

                                                                                ii) short       long 

f) State True or False:  # An aeroplane is a natural machine that can fly.      False 

                                                        Section –B (Literature)                                                  (21) 

Q.2) Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow. 

 

I) ‘His poor old mother calls in vain ,‘Come in and help!’ he does not bother , To move two 

inches, much preferring, To be extremely hard of hearing.’                                                   (3) 

 

   (a) ‘he ’here refers to          the lazy frog, Fred. 

   (b) What does ‘he’ do when his mother calls him?    When the frog’s mother calls him, he 

pretends to be hard of hearing. 

   (c) Write rhyming words.  (i) vain    pain     (ii) mother   brother 

II) ‘But we don’t have large cooking vessels. What will we do?’                                          (2)        

                                                                     

    (a) Who said this and to whom? Tenali’s wife said this to Tenali Raman. 

   (b)Why were large vessels required? Tenali and his wife needed large vessels to cook the 

feast for the whole village on their daughter’s wedding. 

 

 



Class III 

Q.3) Answer the following questions.                             (6) 

    a) How does the tiger’s physical features help it to hunt?   

    A)  A tiger has powerful jawbones and muscles along with powerful sight and 

          sense of hearing. These physical features help it to hunt. 

    b) Why did the villagers go to the king? 

   A) The villagers went to the king because Tenali had not returned their silver pots after     

        the wedding of his second daughter. 

c) What are the ways by which we can save the big cat? 

    A) We can save the big cat by protecting the jungles and stopping the trade of tigers   

         parts. 

Q.4) Word Vocabulary.                                (7) 

    a) Give meaning: (i) trade      buying and selling     (ii) murmur    whisper 

                               (iii) feast     a large meal 

    b) Give antonym: (i) teach learn         (ii) powerful    powerless 

    c) Choose the correct spellings. (i)       a) numerous         b) numreous           c) nurmeous 

    d) Make sentence: blend         Please add salt in curd and blend it properly. 

Q.5) Do as directed. 

a) There are four surviving species of tigers in the world today. False (State T or F)      (1) 

b) He got_______________injured in an accident. (heavily / severely)  

     (Choose correct adverb)                                                                                               (1) 

c) Make a question of the given sentence.                                                                           (1) 

    Q. Who is your favourite teacher? 

     A. My favourite teacher is Ms. Riya. 

                                                      Section – C (Grammar)                                                 (18) 

Q. 6) Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.                                                                  (3) 

   a) Our teacher gave us different assignments. (she / us) 

   b) Vansh bought a ticket but he lost it. (it / them / he) 

   c) My friends and I like to play cricket and we practise every day. (you / we) 

   d) Where are your parents? Are they at home? (them / they) 

   e) Rubi has good speaking skills. Everyone likes her . (her / him) 

 

 



Class III 

 

Q.7) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct prepositions from the box.                        (3) 

 

 

 

 

        1. I am grateful to you.          

        2. Don’t laugh at the beggars. 

        3. A small table was lying between the two chairs.  

        4. My grandmother keeps her keys under her pillow. 

    5. They opened the packet with a knife. 

        6. Sanya is fond of pastries and puddings.  

Q.8)  Convert the following sentences as directed.                                                         (2)                          
 

      a) Somebody will knock at the gate.                                           (Simple Past Tense) 

          Somebody knocked at the gate.                                              

     b) He became the captain of the volleyball team.                          (Simple Future Tense) 

         He will become the captain of the volleyball team.                      

Q.9)  Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of adjective.                                         (3) 

     a) December and January are the coldest months of the year. (cold) 

     b) There are many students in the classroom. (many / much) 

     c) It was not an interesting movie. (interesting) 

Q.10) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verb given in the bracket.                (2)      

  a) Next year, I will buy (buy) a new car. 

  b) I waited (wait) for my friend at the book shop for a long time yesterday. 

Q.11) Underline the verb and tell the tense.                                                                    (2) 

  # The train left at 5pm sharp.                        Simple Past Tense 

 # Jack calls his mother every morning.           Simple Present Tense 

Q.12) Underline the adjective and tell its kind.                                                               (3) 

  a) There are twenty-four hours in a day.                Adjective of Number 

  b) They had little information about this book.      Adjective of Quantity  

  c) The clever magician showed tricks.                    Adjective of Quality 

 

 

 

   in        for      at      between        with        into     under    of     to 



Class III                                          

                                                              Section – D (Writing) 

 

Q.13) Look at the picture given below and write a paragraph to describe the picture using 

hints.                                                                                                                                      (5) 

                                                                 A Fair 
 Hints – scene of a fair…….a big ground…..…rainbow ……colourful balloons and clothes 

……tall trees …….clowns……. children……. circus show……. various swings…… vendors 

…..eatable items…….pleasant weather……. enjoying…….beautiful scene 

 

 

 

 

This is a scene of a fair. Lot of fun activities are going around. There is a big ground. A 

colourful  rainbow is appearing in the sky. There are balloons of different colours like red, 

blue, yellow, pink and green. Children are wearing colourful clothes and dancing. There 

are tall trees in the ground. A circus show is going on.Three clowns are entertaining the 

audience.There are various swings like Giant Wheel, Spinning Wheel, Pendulum etc. 

People are buying eatable items like ice cream, noodles, manchurian, nuggets, cold 

drinks,juice, popcorn, candy, burger, french fries etc. from different vendors. The weather 

is pleasant. Everyone is enjoying. It is a beautiful scene of a fair. 


